
been experimentally confirmed for the first time. However,
many problems (for example, concerning the regimes of
stabilization and ionization in a strong field) need experi-
mental elucidation. As for the theory of interference stabiliza-
tion, none of themodels available and none of the approaches
used are rigorous. Therefore, it is appropriate to continue
extensive studies by different methods by comparing the
results and finding the most reliable of them. It is also
worthwhile extending the regions of parameters of exact
numerical solutions and experimental studies. One of the
most important new theoretical results is the possibility of
stabilization of atoms in the case of long pulses (t4 tK) by
increasing the field intensity. This result was obtained using a
model of equations for the probability amplitudes Cn�t� and
has not yet been confirmed by other methods. In this
connection, it is very important to extend the region of
applicability of the solution based on the quasi-classical
approach to pulses of long duration. It is also important to
extend the range of parameters in which the problem can be
exactly solved numerically.
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Hard X-ray radiation and fast particle
generation using multiterawatt laser pulses

A A Andreev, A V Charukhchev, V E Yashin

1. Introduction

It is known that a laser plasma is an intense source of X-ray
radiation and fast particles. This problem has been studied for
nanosecond plasma in many papers [1]. At present, due to the
advent of powerful picosecond and subpicosecond lasers, the
possibility of generating X-rays and fast particles produced
upon interaction of radiation from these lasers with solid
targets in vacuum has appeared (see, for example, Ref. [2]).
The physics of the interaction of ultrashort (t4 1 ps)
powerful (I > 1015 W cmÿ2) laser pulses with solid targets
considerably differs from the situation with long (nanose-
cond) pulses, because in this case the target material

practically does not disperse, resulting in the formation of a
high-temperature dense plasma in a small volume. This
plasma is an intense source of X-ray radiation with the
energy of quanta achieving several tens of MeV, and also of
fast particles, first of all electrons, ions, positrons, and even
muons [3].

In this article, we consider questions related to the
generation of X-ray radiation and fast particles produced
upon irradiation of solid targets by picosecond laser pulses
with intensities exceeding 1016 W cmÿ2. We will mainly
analyze the results of experiments performed on our laser
setups using such laser intensities.

2. Laser systems

To produce high intensities of focused laser radiation, we
used two Nd:glass laser systems with the amplification and
compression of a chirped pulse [4]. The laser system
developed in the Institute of Laser Physics (Fig. 1) produced
1.5-ps pulses with an energy of up to 2.5 J and almost
diffractive angular divergence of radiation. These pulses
provided the intensity of radiation focused onto a spot of
diameter about 10 mm up to 1018 W cmÿ2. The high contrast
of the pulse power, up to 107, was provided by a system of
Pockels cells and electro-optical deflectors. Note that in a
number of plasma experiments related, for example, to the
optimization of the integrated yield of X-ray radiation, it is
necessary to generate not only a single ultrashort pulse but
also a train of pulses with a controllable time interval between
them. Such a pulse train with the time interval controlled
within 5 ± 200 ps was obtained in this laser system by time
multiplexing of the ultrashort pulse train from a master
oscillator (MO) in a regenerative amplifier (RA) [5]. In this
case, the pulse-repetition period was determined by the
difference in bases of the resonators of the MO and RA, and
the relative amplitude of a pulse in the train is controlled by
electro-optical elements.

The laser system developed in the Institute of Complex
Testing of Optical and Electronical Systems [6] differs from
the above system by the method of obtaining a chirped pulse
and the sizes of output amplifier cascades and diffraction
gratings of the compressor. The high contrast of the laser
pulse was provided by a multicascade electro-optical system
based on Pockels cells. A block diagram of this system is
presented in Fig. 2. It consists of four main parts: a driving
laser system [6], a powerful amplifier cascade based on a
`Progress' amplifying channel [7], a compressor with holo-
graphic gratings, and a focusing system [8].

The driving laser produces chirped pulses of duration of
the order of 300 ps and an energy of up to 1 J at a wavelength
of 1053 nm. These pulses are then amplified in a powerful
amplifier or compressed to 1.5 ps with the help of two
1700 lines mmÿ1, 110� 170 mm diffraction holographic
gratings to perform plasma experiments with a power density
of the order of 1017 W cmÿ2.

A single pulse is separated and gated in a system of four
Pockels cells, which are controlled by synchronized high-
voltage electric pulse generators based on drift diodes with
fast restoration of the reverse voltage [9]. These generators
produce electric pulses of 1.5 ± 5 ns duration at the half-height
with amplitudes up to 15 kV.

The power of laser pulses was increased to 20±30 TW in a
three-cascade amplifier channel containing three Nd:glass rod
amplifierswithapertures 4.5, 6, and8.5 cmand30 cm in length [10].
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The 300-ps pulse at the output of the amplifier is
compressed in a single-pass compressor consisting of two
1600 lines mmÿ1, 21� 42 cm holographic gratings with a
gold coating.

The duration and spectral width of the compressed pulse
at the entrance to the target chamber are 1.5 ps and 1.5 nm,
respectively. The laser beam enters the target chamber
through a high-quality vacuum window made of LiF crystal
with a small nonlinear addition to the refractive index
n2 � 0:35� 10ÿ13 CGSE units.

The laser beam of diameter 37 mm (the driving system) is
focused onto the target by a 13 mm thick aspherical lens with
a focal length of 140 mm, which concentrates 75% of the
beam energy into the diffraction limited 9.7 mm spot, or by an
off-axis parabolicmirrorwith a focal length of 120mm,which
focuses 65%of the ideal beam energy to a spot of diameter 7.2
mm. In the case of focusing by the lens, the lens itself is the
vacuum window. These focusing systems were used in
experiments at power densities not exceeding
2� 1017 W cmÿ2.

To focus more powerful beams, up to 30 TW, an axial
parabolic mirror 200mm in diameter with an aperture ratio of
1:1 was used, which concentrated 50% of the ideal beam to a
5-mm spot. The resulting average power density of the laser
radiation focused on the target achieved 5� 1018 ±
1019 W cmÿ2.

The amplified spontaneous emission propagated through
the output compressor was measured with a fast diode and
calorimeter and did not exceed 10 mJ for 5 ns ahead of the
pulse maximum. The energy contrast of the laser pulse was no
less than 105. The time interval between laser pulses did not
exceed 35 min.

The possibility of obtaining of such high radiation
intensities was controlled both by optical and X-ray methods
and was provided by high-quality optical elements in the laser
systems. As an example we present the parameters of
diffraction gratings used for the pulse compression in the
Table. These parameters provide a certain safety factor and
should allow one to increase the radiation intensity at least
several times compared to the existing level.

3. Interaction of the intense laser radiation
with the matter

The action of the intense laser pulse on a solid target induces
various channels of generation of radiation and particles
according to the following scheme:

3.1 Absorption of the laser pulse
We start to consider the generation of X-ray radiation from
analysis of mechanisms of absorption of laser radiation in a
plasma, because they determine the coefficient of transforma-
tion of the laser energy to the energy of X-rays and particles.

It is known that for laser intensities IL > 1015 W cmÿ2 the
electron temperature increases quite rapidly, so that collision
absorption becomes inefficient [14]. In addition, the oscilla-
tion velocity vE of electrons becomes comparable with their
thermal velocity, which also reduces the effective frequency of
collisions [15]. Therefore, at intensities above 1016 W cmÿ2

non-collisionmechanisms of relaxation begin. For example, it

Electro-optical
deêector + Pockels
shutters

Master
oscillator

1 ps, 1 mJ 450 ps, 0.5 mJ

1.5 ps, 3 J

450 ps, 4 J

450 ps, 20 mJ

450 ps, 5 mJ
Pulse
stretcher

Regenerative
ampliéer

Preampliéers
Amplifying
channel

Compressor
Focusing
objective

Electro-optical
deêector

Passive
self-mode-locking
with negative
feedback

Double-pass
system with
two diffraction
gratings

Aspherical lens;
50% of the energy is
concentrated in a spot
of diameter 8 mm
(I4 5� 1017 W cmÿ2)

Single-pass conéguration
based on two 1700 lines mmÿ1

diffraction gratings

Three Nd:glass rod ampliéers
of diameters 15 and 30 mm
separated by spatial élters

Two Nd:glass rod
ampliéers of diameters
6 and 8 mm

50 ë 100 round trips in the
cavity with coupling and
outcoupling provided by
Pockels shutters

LiTaO3 crystal +
spatial élter

Figure 1. Block diagram of the laser system for pulse generation, amplification, and compression (Institute for Laser Physics).

Table. Parameters of diffraction gratings for pulse compression.

Grating
type

Number
of lines
per mm

Metal Maxi-
mum size,
mm

Damage
threshold
Wth, mJ cmÿ2

(1 ns/1 ps)

Ruled
Holographic
Holographic

1740
1700
1700

Au
Au
Au
with coating

170� 170

210� 420

210� 420

360/240
320/180
560/230

Laser radiation

Thermal particles Fast electrons

Soft X-rays

Hard X-rays Fast ions MesonsPositrons
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was found that for intensities above 1016 W cmÿ2, the
absorption amounts to 50% [11 ± 13].

Under the conditions of our first experiments, when the
laser radiation intensity was lower than 5� 1017 W cmÿ2,
resonance absorption played the main role [17, 18]. The
results of experiments and calculations of the absorption
coefficient as a function of the angle of incidence y of the
laser pulse using the SKIN hydrodynamic code are in
agreement with Refs [16, 31]. In the program, we describe
the resonance absorption with the help of a model [32]
supplemented with the mechanism of nonlinear overturn of
the plasma wave [33]. Our description of the transfer of fast

electrons deep in the target is analogous to that in Ref [34],
however, we made no assumptions about the number and
energy of fast electrons but calculated this from laser
parameters. The model of acceleration of fast ions is based
on the mechanism of acceleration in the ambipolar field [35].
In this case, the absorption coefficient can be approximately
written in the form [19]

Ar � sin2 y
cos y

kL ;

here, k � o=c, andL is the inhomogeneity scale in the vicinity
of the critical concentration nc. When the amplitude rE of the
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Figure 2. Optical scheme of the `Progress-P' Nd:glass laser system.
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electron oscillations in the laser-wave field exceedsL, we have
Brunel absorption [20]:

AB � a
sin3 y
cos y

krE :

At high temperatures, the absorption coefficient after the
pulse termination, in the regime of the anomalous skin effect,
has the form [21]

Aa � 2:8kls
cos y

;

where ls � maxfL; lsag.
For subrelativistic intensities, when the difference in

absorption of S- and P-polarized waves decreases because of
the strong ponderomotive pressure, the absorption coeffi-
cient for normal incidence has the form [24]

Ac � 16p
�
vE
c

�2

�kL�3 ln2
�

1

2kL

�
:

For ultrarelativistic intensities (vE > c), the laser pulse
acts on the plasma as a piston, accelerating the ions [25]. In
this case, the absorption coefficient is

Ai � 3� 10ÿ3
�
nc
ne

�1=2

krE :

These approximations were verified by calculations using
the one-dimensional KINET kinetic code, which consists of
two parts: the first part solves the Boltzmann equation in the
region of the laser field and the second solves the Fokker ±
Planck equation on the mean free path of an electron [61]. We
found that the results of calculations agree with scaling and
our experiments [59, 60] (Fig. 3). However, in the latter case,
there is some difference and the agreement is only qualitative.
The important effects that distort the one-dimensional
picture are `deepening' and `riffling' of the target surface [26]
caused by the excess of the light pressure over the plasma
pressure: a plasma will move inside the target and absorption
will increase. The appearance of a strong magnetic field [22,
23, 27 ± 30] changes the resonance properties of a plasma, and
the dependence of the absorption coefficient on y has no
maximum as in the case of low intensities [48].

3.2 Transport of electrons in a laser plasma
The depth of heating of the substance by the thermal wave
and fast electrons is no less important than absorption for the
generation ofX-rays. The SKIN calculations showed that this
heating provided by fast electrons whose mean free path is

lh / T 2
h=ni for laser radiation intensities of 1017 W cmÿ2. At

large radiation intensities, the flux of fast particles is so great
that the ambipolar substantially limits it. Because at such
intensities the hydrodynamic description is inadequate, we
performed a simulation using the KINET code and found
that when the electron velocity vh e 5 c, the distribution
function becomes isotropic over angles in the region of a
dense plasma and the electron mean free path is close to lh. If
vh e � c, the term in the collision integral describing the e ± e
collisions becomes dominant, and the length of heating is
llim � T 2

h=�ni=b� e2AiIL=s�. Note also that in this case the
electron current produces a strong magnetic field, which also
limits the electron transport [36].

3.3 Intensity of X-ray radiation
Having measured the absorption of laser radiation and the
length of heating of the plasma, we calculated the intensity of
X-ray radiation for a continuous spectrum and in lines [37].
The intensity and spectrum of X-ray radiation were measured
with an eight-channel X-ray analyzer. Irradiation of Al
targets by picosecond laser pulses with IL < 1017 W cmÿ2

showed that the coefficient of conversion to relatively soft X-
rays was kX � 2%. Calculations with the help of the one-
dimensional hydrodynamic ION code [37], in which the
charge composition of a plasma was calculated in the kinetic
approximation, showed that under our conditions the
duration of X-ray radiation was about 20 ps and the
conversion coefficient increased with increasing intensity
and duration of the laser pulse. Note that conversion of the
laser radiation to the Ly ± a and He ± a lines of the aluminium
target proved to be quite high (� 0:5%), which could be used
for the development of a monochromatic, bright X-ray
source. In this case, the condition of equality of the mean
free paths of the X-ray quantum and the fast electron can be
considered optimum (LX � lh e). The intensity of X-ray
radiation of a laser plasma can be significantly increased by
producing a preplasma with the help of a profiled train of
picosecond pulses [38]. Calculations performed for a train of
picosecond pulses showed (Fig. 4) that the intensity of
bremsstrahlung and recombination radiation increases with
the distance between pulses, while the intensity of the He ± a
line (for the aluminium target) has a maximum for a 30-ps
delay. Estimates show that the optimum delay time between
pulses is Dt / �LLi=Te0�2t, where ILi is the ionization
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Figure 3. Absorption of P- (�) and S-polarized (4) laser radiation by an

aluminium target as a function of the radiation intensity. Points 1 were

calculated using the KINET code.
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potential of the Li-like ion, Te0 is the temperature of plasma
produced by a prepulse, and t is the laser pulse duration.

In contrast to soft X-rays, hardX-rays directly result from
generation of fast electrons in the vicinity of the focal spot.
Due to their large mean free path, fast electrons can penetrate
to the region of a cold target ahead of the thermal wave front,
where they either produce bremsstrahlung in collisions with
ions or generate line radiation, by knocking out electrons
from the K-shell of atoms [39 ± 42]. We calculated the
integrated intensity of hard X-rays under conditions close to
our experiments. Because the intensity of light exceeded
1018 W cmÿ2, the velocity of a fast electron was proportional
to c. In this case, the dependence of bremsstrahlung of the
electron distribution function calculated with the help of the
KINET code is logarithmic, and the total power emitted by
unit volume of the plasma is of the order of
�Ze6ne=m2c4� ln�pmv2E=hwX� [47].

The duration of the X-ray pulse (� 0:1 ps) is determined
by the lifetime of the fast electron te � 1=nivhsin, where sin is
the cross section for inelastic scattering in the medium. The
total energy of the pulse is eX � e6Zn2e lsSt=hmc2, where S is
the focal spot area. The coefficient of conversion khX of laser
radiation to hard X-rays calculated with the help of the
KINET code is shown in Fig. 5 [61]. Its behavior agrees with
experimental results [43 ± 46], and it is equal to 10ÿ4 under our
conditions.

Within 0.1 ps of the termination of the laser pulse the
X-ray radiation does not completely vanish but is replaced by
soft X-rays. Note that because fast electrons have relativistic
velocities, the generation of hard X-rays will occur in the
direction of the movement within the narrow angle Dy � 1=g,
where g is the relativistic factor.

3.4 Generation of fast particles
The flux of fast ions was first observed in experiments with a
picosecond plasma [12, 50]. For IL � 1017 W cmÿ2, fast
electrons appearing due to resonance absorption will dis-
perse to vacuum and accelerate ions due to the ambipolar

field [35]. SKIN calculations of parameters of fast ions for
laser pulses used in our experiments are presented in Fig. 6.
The energy of the fast ions can be estimated from the
temperature of fast electrons: Eh i �Mc2s � Th � 1MeV, in
accordance with the experiment [59]. The coefficient of
conversion to megaelectronvolt ions increases with increas-
ing laser intensity as I 2. Note that even in the case of a laser
intensity of 5� 1017 W cmÿ2, the density profile becomes
steeper and the critical surface moves inside the target, which
was observed from the red shift of radiation at 2o in
experiments [51, 52].

Of interest is the movement of electrons and ions in
vacuum caused by the laser field. Thus, in Ref. [54] a flux of
fast electrons was detected which moved in the direction of
the reflected laser beam, whereas ions moved normally to the
target [59, 60]. In [53, 55], the diagram of escape of fast
electrons and ions was calculated with the help of 2D PIC
code, which is qualitative agreement with experimental
results.

For relativistic intensities, we can determine the velocity
of ions moving inside the target as [25]

u � c

�
Z

A

me

mp

nc
ne

�
I�2

2:7� 1018

��1=2
:

If these ions are tritons and the target consists of tritium on a
lithium substrate, a thermonuclear reaction is possible [57]
with the neutron yield:

Nn � Nts�t�Li�nLinu l
i
eff � 10ÿ2Nh e :

Here, Nt is the total number of fast ions with the energy
e �Mu2=2,

l ieff �
e2

2p
ZLinLinue

4 ln

�
4
e
Ii

�
;

is their range, and Nh e is the number of fast electrons. In
experiments [58] with a laser radiation intensity of
I � 1018 W cmÿ2, a neutron yield Nn � 200 was detected.

One can see from the diagram that intense laser pulses can
be also used for generation of positrons. Analysis of cross
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Figure 5.The coefficient of conversion of laser radiation to hardX-ray as a

function of the laser generation efficiency.
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sections for different reactions under our conditions shows
that in materials with high values ofZ, the channel dominates
which is related to the conversion of a g-quantum in the
nuclear field to the electron-positron pair. In a gold target,
this channel produces an order of magnitude more pairs than
the channel of electron ± ion collisions [57]. Thus, with the
help of laser pulses of intensity 1021 W cmÿ2, a source of
positrons can be obtained which produces 1012 particles
during the laser pulse. It was shown in Ref. [49] that due to
the spatial separation of charges, a narrow positron flux can
be obtained from a foil target.

4. Conclusions

(1) Laser systems have been devised capable of focusing 1-
ps radiation pulses onto a target to achieve a power density of
1019 W cmÿ2.

(2) A number of diagnostics have been developed for
measuring the parameters of a laser plasma, as well as the
computer codes PIKA, SKIN, ION, and KINET for the
numerical simulation of laser-plasma systems.

(3) It has been shown that absorption of laser radiation
obliquely incident on a flat target decreases with increasing
intensity and the absorption coefficient reaches 30% for a
power density of 1019 W cmÿ2, while the difference in
absorption of S- and P-polarized radiation decreases with
increasing laser radiation intensity.

(4) It was shown that the intensity of X-ray radiation lines
can be substantially increased using time profiling of the laser
pulses. A conversion coefficient to the He ± a line of
kX � 0:5% was obtained. A source of X-rays with an
intensity up to 1015 W cmÿ2 has been developed.

(5) It was found that fast particles leave the target surface
in an anisotropic way, electrons moving near the direction of
the reflected light pulse and ions moving along the normal to
the target surface. Megaelectronvolt ions and electrons with
energies above 10 MeV were detected.

(6) The yield of positrons and neutrons produced by
irradiation of a solid target by relativistic laser pulses was
calculated. It was shown that approximately 107 positrons
can be produced per laser pulse.
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Femtosecond plasma in dense
nanostructured targets:
new approaches and prospects

V M Gordienko, A B Savel'ev

1. Introduction

The recent advent of a new generation of terawatt femtose-
cond laser systems (FLS) (1 TW� 1012 W, 1 fs� 10ÿ15 s)
opens up fundamentally new possibilities for studying the
interaction of radiation with matter and numerous applica-
tions in various fields of science and engineering. FLSs
provide terawatt powers even at quite low light pulse energies
from 10 to 100 mJ and the 10 ± 100-fs pulse duration, which
allows one, by focusing laser radiation, to obtain a huge
power density light field exceeding 1016 W cmÿ2 (of the order
of the Coulomb field in a hydrogen atom). Such superintense
laser radiation, which cannot be obtained by any other
method under laboratory conditions, permits the study of
fundamental properties of matter under extreme conditions.

The development of this new tool for studies has a
revolutionary significance for science, which can be com-
pared with the creation of energy sources based on nuclear
reactions. However, note here the fundamental difference
related, first, to the miniaturization of the region of energy
concentration (about 10ÿ11 cm3), which excludes the influ-
ence of the social factor on these studies despite the huge
energy flux of the order of 1011 J cmÿ3, and second, to the
comparatively low-cost experimental setups. The advent of
new types of FLSs has stimulated studies of the behavior of
substances under conditions far from equilibrium. Such a
statement of the problem is typical not only for fundamental
studies in the fields of physics, chemistry, and biology, but
also for applied studies devoted to the development of new
promising technologies, which is reflected in an avalanche-
like increase in the number of papers in this field and in the use
of FLSs in main universities and scientific laboratories
abroad. FLSs of the new generation have become basic
instruments for multidisciplinary investigations.

The use of ultrashort light pulses fundamentally changes
the process of interaction of laser radiation with matter,
because the energy is absorbed in a thin solid layer before its
hydrodynamic expansion to vacuum takes place. For femto-
second laser radiation intensities above 1015 W cmÿ2,
electrons acquire an energy of hundreds and thousands of
electronvolts during the laser pulse, independent of the target
material, resulting in the formation of a femtosecond laser
plasma (FLP). The ion temperature does not vary noticeably,
and after termination of the laser pulse, a strongly none-
quilibrium plasma is produced in the interaction region, in
which the electron subsystem has an energy that is, on the one
hand, sufficient for generation of intense ultrashort X-ray
radiation, stimulation of laser-controlled nuclear processes,
etc. [1 ± 3], and on the other hand, for efficient and precision

evaporation of the irradiated volume, which forms the basis
for the new femtotechnology of material processing [4 ± 6].

In this paper, we report the main results obtained in the
Laboratory of Superstrong Light Fields of the International
Laser Center, M V Lomonosov Moscow State University,
during recent years. The aim of our work is to study the ways
for controlling processes proceeding in the FLP. We have
shown that, by controlling plasma processes, we can produce
FLP with the required temperature and electron and ion
densities, and X-ray spectrum, or obtain a plasma with new
combinations of these basic parameters.

A promising method for increasing absorption and
`effective' nonlinear optical susceptibility of the FLP is the
excitation of surface electromagnetic waves (SEW) on targets
with a periodical surface relief considered in the second
section of this paper. The third section is devoted to our
experiments with FLP in ultrathin freely suspended carbon
films, when the thermal flow inside the target proves to be
suppressed, resulting in FLP overheating. In the fourth
section, we present studies of the formation and properties
of a plasma in porous nanostructured substances.

Experiments were performed using the femtosecond exci-
mer laser system, which produced a superstrong light field and
has been described in a number of papers [6 ± 9]. We devised a
diagnostic system for studies of the FLP in our laboratory,
which provided the following measurements: control of the
accuracy of focusing to a spot of diameter 3 mmwith the help of
the second-harmonic signal in reflection and by measuring the
total energy of X-ray radiation from the plasma in the energy
range E > 3 keV using a photomultiplier with a NaJ(Tl)
scintillator; detection in the second identical channel equipped
with changeable filters of quanta with energies E > 5 ± 50 keV;
and detection of soft X-ray radiation by p-i-n diodes with filters
(0:05 < E < 1 keV). The velocity of plasma expansion was
measured with a time-of-flight detector based on an electron
multiplier equipped with a microchannel plate.

2. Excitation of surface electromagnetic waves

Because the modulus of the wave vector of the SEW in the
FLP exceeds that of the wave vector of the incident radiation,
we compensated for this mismatching by using a periodically
modulated surface [9 ± 11].We demonstrated for the first time
the resonance generation of the second harmonic upon
excitation of the SEW in the FLP and showed that SEWs
modify parameters of the FLP by increasing the local-field
effect, and the process of the second-harmonic generation is a
sensitive indicator of the SEW excitation.

3. `Overheating' of the femtosecond laser plasma
in freely suspended thin-film targets

We carried out a series of studies [9, 12 ± 14] devoted to the
efficient generation of X-rays in the region of the water
window1 upon irradiation of freely suspended carbon films
by femtosecond pulses of 1015 W cmÿ2 intensity. We showed
that the optimum thickness of the film was 20 ± 30 nm. For a
thinner film, the conversion efficiency decreases due to the
rapid hydrodynamic disintegration of the film over a time
shorter than the laser pulse duration. These experimental data
were confirmed by a numerical experiment, which showed

1 The water window is the transparency region of water between 2.3 and

4.4 nm, which is optimal for microscopy of biological objects.
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